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Chapter 5 
^^pncaticms^FCoalitiorTLogic 

Two things you never want to see made are sausages and laws. 
Otto von Bismarck 

Having focused on a theoretical analysis of Coalition Logic in the previous 
chapters, we now turn towards its applications in the analysis of social software. 
Conceptually, the applications can be divided into two categories, model-checking 
problems and satisfiability problems. 

In the first case of model-checking problems, we have some social process such 
as a voting procedure whose properties we want to investigate. Is the procedure 
strategy-proof? Can every majority of voters determine the final outcome? Are 
certain groups of voters more powerful than others'? Formally, we have some 
formulas of Coalition Logic (the properties to be verified) whose t ruth value is 
calculated at some state of a coalition model (the voting procedure). In the second 
case of satisfiability problems, we want to find a social process which satisfies a 
given specification. To give an example, we may want to find a voting agenda 
which is democratic and has certain additional structural properties. Formally, 
we check whether a given set of CL-axioms can be satisfied by a coalition model 
of a particular kind. If the answer is positive, the satisfying model will then give 
us a voting procedure which meets the requirements. 

We shall discuss these applications using four examples, most of which are es
sentially voting problems. As an example of social software, voting processes have 
the advantage of being important and non-trivial, yet sufficiently well-defined to 
allow for formalization relatively easily. Basic Coalition Logic will be sufficient 
as a specification language in most cases. This basic logic can then be enriched 
as the application at hand requires, e.g., by extending the language with long-
term modalities (section 5.3) or by adding an additional inference rule for Nash-
consistent implementation (section 5.1). In any case, the applications will show 
that Coalition Logic can serve as the basis for a formal framework for the analysis 
and synthesis of social software. 

95 



96 Chapter 5. Applications of Coalition Logic 

5.1 Fashion Rights 

When commenting on the interpretation of effectivity functions in sections 2.2 
and 2.3, we said that X G E(C) was supposed to be interpreted as "the group 
of agents C can bring about (a state in) X". In other words, bringing about X 
constitutes an alethic possibility for group C. Similarly, effectivity functions have 
also been used as a model of deontic possibility, interpreting X € E{C) as "the 
group of agents C has the right to bring about (a state in) A" . Under this deontic 
reading then, effectivity functions are viewed as rights-systems or constitutions. 

In chapter 2, we have discussed a number of properties of effectivity functions 
and we have characterized, e.g., the a-effectivity functions of strategic games. 
While these characterization results are of course in no way dependent on the 
interpretation of the effectivity functions, the reasonableness of the properties 
selected was based on the alethic interpretation. When interpreted deontically, 
different properties may be considered. To start with, regularity may fail: If 
two people Alice and Bob enter a room which contains an empty chair, both of 
them may have the right to sit on that chair or to remain standing. Denoting 
the three different states by s0 (both remain standing), sA (Alice sits down) 
and sB (Bob sits down), we have {sA} 6 E{{Alice}) and { s ß , s 0 } G E({Bob}) 
which contradicts regularity. What this failure of regularity in fact shows is that 
not both individuals are able to simultaneously exercise their right to sit down. 
An example of a deontically acceptable principle is the following condition of 
minimal libertarianism [50]: For every i 6 N there is some A C S such that 
X e E({i}). This condition can be read as saying that all individuals have the 
right to determine certain decisions by themselves. 

Given that certain conditions such as regularity which are implied by payabil
ity may fail to hold deontically, rights-systems cannot necessarily be represented 
by game forms (theorem 2.27). In spite of this, some of the literature has iden
tified deontic with alethic possibility. The advantage of such an identification is 
that it allows one to consider the decentralization of a constitution as a simple 
game-theoretic problem: Given a constitution which specifies the rights which 
individuals and groups of individuals are supposed to have, is there a strategic 
game form which guarantees these rights? A further desirable criterion which 
such a game form should satisfy is Nash-consistency: No matter what preferences 
the players have over the possible outcomes of the game, the game should have 
a Nash equilibrium. Such a Nash-consistent decentralization of a constitution 
will guarantee some kind of stability in the strategies the players take, since once 
a/the Nash equilibrium is reached there is no incentive to change strategies. 

As a simple illustration of the decentralization of a constitution, consider the 
following example: Abelard and Eloise each have a white and a blue shirt, and 
they have to decide which shirt to wear. Each person has the right to determine 
the color of his/her own shirt. Using basic Coalition Logic, we can model this 
situation by letting N = {a, e} and using two atomic proposition pa and pe, where 
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pa should be read as "Abelard wears white" and pe as "Eloise wears white". The 

rights of Abelard and Eloisc can then be captured by the following formula p+ of 

Coalition Logic: 
[a}'Pa A [a\^pa A [e]pe A [e]^pe 

Furthermore, we assume that these are the only rights which we want to give to 

them, formalized by formula p~: 

f\ -•[»]((?>« Ap e)V(-p 0 A-.pe)) A / \ -n[i]((p„A-pe)V(^p0Ape)) 
iG{a,e} ;e{a,e} 

(w,w) (w.b) 
(b,w) (6,6) 

To ask whether this constitution can be decentralized by a strategic game means 
checking whether p = p+ A p~ is satisfiable by a weakly playable coalition model. 
The following coalition model M = {S,{EC\C C N},V) with S = {s0,{w,w)^ 
{w,b),{b,w),(b,b)} satisfies p at state s0: V{pa) = {{w,w),{w,b)}, V(pe) = 
{(w,w),(b,w)}, and E(s0) is the a-effectivity function associated with the fol
lowing strategic game: 

w b 
w 
b 

For states other than s0, ß can be defined arbitrarily. At state s0, each player 
can choose which shirt to wear, and the resulting state reflects Abelard's choice 
in the first component and Eloise's choice in the second. 

As it turns out, however, this game form is not Nash-consistent. Consider the 
situation of the so-called Gibbard paradox where Abelard is primarily conformist, 
preferring to wear the same color as Eloise, and besides that he prefers white to 
blue. Eloise on the other hand has the same color preference, but she primarily is 
a non-conformist, wanting to avoid the same color. The following game captures 

these preferences: 
w b 

w 
b 

As can easily be checked, the game has no Nash equilibrium. Even worse, it 
can be shown that the constitution given has no Nash-consistent representation 
[106]. Peleg et al. provide an additional condition on efiectivity functions which 
guarantees a Nash-consistent implementation. Their condition gives rise to the 
following inference rule which can be added to the coalition logic Play: 

ViP= AT fi 

Based on the characterization by Peleg et al. we conjecture that the addition 
of this inference rule yields a complete axiomatization of weakly playable Nash-
consistent coalition models. For the example at hand, one can show that in a 

(4,2) (2,3) 
(1,4) (3,1) 
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system A D Play which includes this inference rule, p is inconsistent: Since 

((Pa A pe) V (-,pa A -,Pe)) v {(pa A -p e ) V {-ipa A pe)) 

is a prepositional tautology, we can use the new inference rule to derive 

M((P« Ape) V (^>0 A -p e ) ) V [e]((pa A T, e) V ( - ^ Ape)) 

which contradicts p~. 

To sum up, we have seen a very simple example of how a system of rights rep
resented by an effectivity function, can be decentralized in a strategie game ' For
malizing the rights as coalition logic formulas, this decentralization problem can 
be turned into a satisfiability problem, and this approach can be extended to cover 
Nash-consistent decentralization. The logical reformulation of constitutional de
centralization has the advantage that it can easily handle partial specifications of 
rights. In the example of the two shirts, we have assumed that the players' rights 
were completely specified. This forced us to add a conjunct p~ winch specified 
what the players were unable to bring about. In order to avoid such an additional 
conjunct, we would have to make use of some kind of non-monotonic reasoning 
mechanism which would allow us to conclude that the rights specified are all the 
rights the players are supposed to have. On the other hand, we may also treat 
p as a partial specification, where we want to ensure that the players have the 
rights specified in p+ but do not care about whether players also obtain additional 
rights Checking satisfiability of p+ thus corresponds to decentralizing a partially 
defined effectivity function, a problem which does not seem to have received much 
attention m the social choice theory literature. 

5.2 Telephone Democracy 

The example discussed in the previous section was simple because it involved very 
httle dynamics: players rights were implemented by a single strategic game so 
that the resulting social process consisted only of a single move by every player 
liie following example requires a more sophisticated implementation 

A father of three daughters has decided that time has come to broaden Ins 
mmd a bit by reading a controversial book about the relationship between the 
sexes. He wants to ask his three daughters which of two books they recommend 
the options being Simone de Beauvoir's "Le deuxième sexe" or Susan Faludi's 

Backlash . Wanting to be impartial, he decides that the majority opinion among 
the daughters will determine the book he will buy. For # = { 1 2 3 } if we let p 
refer to "Simone de Beauvoir's book is chosen" and q to "Susan Faludi's book is 
chosen , we can write down this system of rights as 

P= A ([C]pA[C]g)A[0h(pAg). 
{CÇN : |C|>1} 
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The last conjunct states that the father is not allowed to buy both books. It is 
easy to see that the following coalition model AT, = {{S, {EC\C C N}),V) with 
S = {s0, b, ƒ} satisfies p at state s0, where V{p) = b, V(q) = ƒ and E(s0) is the 
a-effectivity function associated with the following majority voting game 

B F B F 
B b b B 

F 
b f 

F b ƒ 
B 
F f f 

where daughter 3 decides between the left and the right table. Note that compared 
to the satisfiability problem considered in the preceding section, checking the 
satisfiability of p is more complex, for while we are still considering satisfiability 
over weakly playable coalition models, we are not dealing with a formula of the 
individual fragment anymore. We have thus moved from an NP-complete problem 
to a PSPACE-complete problem. 

To consider a slightly different situation, suppose that the three daughters 
have already moved out from the parents' house and live abroad in different 
countries. The father then decides to call his daughters in order to solicit their 
opinions. Since he wants to spend as little money as possible, he wonders how 
many phone calls he will have to make, guaranteeing that any two of his daughters 
can determine the book he will buy. As a consequence, the implementation Mi is 
not practicable since he can only call each daughter individually to get her vote. 
We thus have to check for satisfiability in weakly individualistic coalition models 
which enforce sequential decision making. 

Formally, consider the formula 

/ = f\ ([Cfp A [Cfq) A l \ [0]'-n(p A q) 

{CCJV:|G>|>1} l<i<fc 

for k > 1. As will become clear, this formula expresses that all majorities arc 
able to determine the outcome after at most k moves. While we have already 
seen that pl = p is satisfiable in the class of weakly playable coalition models, 
it is not satisfiable in the class of weakly individualistic coalition models, for 
h I n d p -> A: From [{1, 2}]p and axiom D we can derive w.l.o.g. [l]p. But since we 
also have [{2, 3}]g, axiom D again gives us e.g. [2}q, and hence by superadditivity 
[{1, 2}}(pAq). Together with [0]^(pAg), superadditivity again gives us [{1. 2}]A, 
a contradiction. Hence, p1 is not satisfiable in weakly individualistic coalition 
models, showing that the father needs to make more than 1 phone call. 

Maybe somewhat surprisingly, it turns out that p2 is satisfiable already. The 

satisfying model is described by the following extensive game of perfect informa

tion M 2-
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so 
1 

^ \ ^ 
S\ S2 

2 3 

b ƒ b ƒ 

As in Mi, p is true at b only and q is true only at ƒ. The effectivity at the terminal 
states does not matter. According to this model, the father first calls his daughter 
1. He explains the situation to her, that he has to choose between two books, 
and asks her which of her two sisters he should call next. This second daughter 
chosen will then be able to determine by herself which book the father will buy. 
This procedure still gives any majority of daughters a strategy to determine the 
book the father will buy. 

Thus, the father manages to solve his problem by calling only 2 of his 3 
daughters. Hence, the procedure described by M2 is more efficient (i.e., less 
costly to the father) then the naive procedure M3 below of calling daughters in 
some order until the majority is clear. 

so 
1 

sf s2 

2 

0 s3 

2 

A 
S4 ƒ 

3 3 

b ƒ b ƒ 

At each position of the game, making the left move corresponds to voting for 
Beauvoir and making the right move to voting for Faludi. In the worst case, the 
first two daughters called will have different views and hence the father needs 
to call all of his daughters. Consequently, M3 does not satisfy p2 at s0, it only 
satisfies p3, provided in M3 we let V(p) = {b} and V(q) = {ƒ} as before. Fur
thermore, we need to assume that at states b and ƒ we have terminal loops, i.e., 
there is a I-player dictatorship associated with these states whose only possible 
successor is the state itself. It is because of these terminal loops that p3 indeed 
holds at s0, since it allows us to avoid complications with branches which are 
shorter than 3 moves. 

While game M2 is more efficient, it puts some additional burden on the sisters. 
To start with, when called by the father, daughter 1 may not know her sisters' 
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preferences, so before being able to suggest a sister to her father, she may have 
to call her sisters to find out their views. If one of her sisters agrees with her, 
daughter 1 can call her father back and suggest that sister, yielding a strategy for 
these two sisters to achieve the book of their choice. Two things should be noted 
here: First, while the father's telephone costs go down, his daughters telephone 
costs may increase. Second, even if 1 has found a sister (say 2) who agrees with 
her preference, sister 2 may, when called by the father, vote for the other book 
nonetheless. In other words, daughter 1 has no means to enforce an agreement 
she made with her sister. 

Finally, note that if the father does not care about money, we can express the 
problem more naturally in Extended Coalition Logic. Instead of asking for each 
k whether pk is satisfiable, we can simply check the satisfiability of 

[0] X - (pAg)A / \ ({CfpAiCfq) 
{CÇN : |C|>1} 

over weakly individualistic coalition models. The first conjunct ensures that p 
and q are never true simultaneously, and the second conjunct makes sure that 
each majority of sisters is able to achieve each alternative at the end. Hence both 
M2 and M3 satisfy this formula, and in fact any telephone procedure which is 
democratic overall will satisfy it, no matter how inefficient it is. 

5.3 Eternal Voting 
Because the examples given so far were finite games, the language of basic Coali
tion Logic sufficed as a description language. But once we turn to social pro
cedures which may not reach any final terminal state, the increased expressive 
power of Extended Coalition Logic is needed, as the following example will il
lustrate. Using a voting agenda which may lead to infinite voting, we shall also 
demonstrate the difference between partial and total terminal effectivity which 
can serve as a basis to order different groups of agents according to their power. 

Consider a political body N = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} which has to decide on passing 
a new law. First, a subcommittee D = {2,3,4} has to decide (by majority) 
which precise version of the law is to be presented to the full political body. 
Subsequently, the whole political body decides whether the law is passed or not. 
Again, the majority of the votes decides, and in case of a draw, the vote of the 
chairman 1 is decisive. If the law (as proposed by committee D) is not passed, 
the initiative is returned to committee D which has to make a new proposal for 
the law, and the process repeats itself. 

We assume for simplicity that there are only two versions of the law which 
are under discussion, version 1 and version 2. If the body TV rejects the proposal 
of committee D, the committee can either decide to propose the other version of 
the law, or it can resubmit its original proposal, possibly resulting in a stalemate 
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which may turn into an infinite loop. (Some might claim that this model is 
sufficiently realistic to capture the essentials of the legislative process in some 
countries.) Figure 5.1 depicts the situation as a graph. 

by majority of D 

by majority of N 

s i s2 

Figure 5.1: An example of binary majority voting with subcommittees. 

One can think of the situation described in terms of coalitional effectivity 
s0EcX holds iff at state s0, coalition C can force the local voting outcome to lie 
m set X, i.e., iff one of the following two conditions is met: (1) {t, u} f l l / O 
and | C n D | > 1, or (2) {t,u} C X. Analogous definitions can be given for tEcX 
and uEcX, incorporating the special role of the chairman. Since we are here 
not interested in winning and losing per se, the empty games associated with the 
terminal states sx and s2 can be defined in an arbitrary way. 

Let M = {(S, {EC\C Ç TV}), V) be the model which captures the procedure 
depicted m figure 5.1, where % = {law1,law2,dlock} and V(law,) = {SJ , and 
V(diode) = {s0,t,u}. Note that M is maximal and regular for all coalitions 
(at least at nonterminal states), so that we can make use of the duality stated m 
theorem 4.3. Furthermore, M is also weakly playable since the democratic voting-
process at every state is a strategic game among the 6 players. 

As the designer of a voting procedure such as figure 5.1,' we may want to know 
whether it can be manipulated in ways we consider undesirable, i.e., whether an 
agent or a group of agents has a strategy to achieve an outcome which it considers 
desirable but which we as the designer of the procedure would consider undesirable 
m terms of the social welfare of all agents. For example, a certain group of agents 
may have an incentive to delay passing a new law as long as possible, preferably 
indefinitely. As the designer, we may want our voting procedure to prevent any 
group of agents from steering the voting process into an infinite loop. As is easily 
seen the voting procedure of figure 5.1 is not strategy-proof m this respect-
Both {1,2,3} and {1,4,5} can globally maintain {s0,t,u}, i.e., they have the 
power to keep the process going forever, never reaching any decision. In the 
ECL formalization, checking for strategy-proofness becomes a question of model 
checking, verifying, e.g., that M,s0 f= {{l,2,3}«]dlock A [{1, 4, 5}x]rf/ocfc. 

More generally, we can also use this example to illustrate goal maintenance 
partial and total terminal effectivity. Figure 5.2 displays some interesting ex
amples which demonstrate the unequal powers of four 3-player coalitions at the 
initial state s0: Total terminal effectivity (t) refers to cases where a coalition C 
is able to eventually achieve a set of terminal states X, formally SQEIX. Goal 
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maintenance (m) refers to the ability to maintain a property throughout the whole 
game, i.e., s0E£X. Finally partial terminal effectivity describes the ability of a 
coalition to guarantee a state in X or an infinite play of the game, s0E

p
cX. 

coalition\states {si} {si,s2} {s0,t,u\ 
{1,2,3} t t m 
{2,3,4} P V 
{1,4,5} — t m 
{4,5,6} — — — 

Figure 5.2: Goal maintenance (m), total (t) and partial (p) terminal effectivity 

in the voting example of figure 5.1 at state s0. 

At the initial state, M,sQ \= [ { l , 2 , 3 » u > i A [{1, 2, 3 » u ; 2 A [{1, 2, 3}*]dtocfc, 
i.e., the coalition {1.2,3} can achieve any possible outcome as well as a stale
mate whereas the coalition {1,4,5} is weaker, M,s0 \= [{l,4,5}«](iau>i V law2) 
but on the other hand M.s0 £ [ {1 ,4 ,5}>Wi V [ { 1 , 4 , 5 » « * . Furthermore, 
M. s0 \= [{!• 4, 5}x}dlock, so this coalition can block any law from getting passed. 
Even weaker, coalition {4, 5, 6} has virtually no power, since its counter-coalition 
{1,2,3} is all-powerful. Thus, these facts about truth in a given model are the 
logical analogue of figure 5.2. 

Based on the different global, partial and terminal abilities of the various 
coalitions, one can obtain an ordering of groups of agents with respect to their 
abilities. Inspecting figure 5.2, the following partial ability order of these four 
3-player coalitions emerges: 

{4,5,6} ^ { 2 , 3 , 4 } , {1,4,5} -<{1,2,3} 

Note that the coalitions {2,3,4} and {1,4,5} are incomparable: On the one 
hand, coalition {2, 3, 4} is more powerful since it is able to pass any law provided 
that the procedure terminates eventually. On the other hand, coalition {1,4,5} 
can force the procedure to terminate or keep it going forever, something which 
coalition {2,3,4} cannot do. 

5.4 Bonn vs. Berlin 

After the "German Question" had been solved, on June 20th, 1991, the German 
parliament was faced with the Berlin question: Should the German parliament 
and the seat of government move to Berlin or stay in Bonn? In this historic 
debate, the parliament was very divided and this division ran through all parties. 
About 100 speeches were made while another 100 speeches were placed on record. 
We present this debate here as a real-life example of the importance of agenda 
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choice and to see how far Coalition Logic goes in helping in the analysis of such 
real-life examples. 

In its debate, the German parliament considered 5 different motions the 3 
central ones being: 

pi Parliament and government move to Berlin. 

P2 The parliament moves to Berlin but the seat of government remains in Bonn. 

p-i Both parliament and government remain in Bonn. 

The two other motions did not play an essential role concerning the final decision 
and we shall simplify our discussion by not considering them 

Since there were more than 2 motions up for vote, the parliamentary council 
of elders first had to decide on a voting procedure. Let us put ourselves into the 
shoes of the designers of the voting agenda, assuming that we have at our disposal 
an automatic agenda generator (i.e., a satisfiability checker for Coalition Logic) 
We can think of a voting procedure as an agenda tree which is an extensive game 
where each game position is associated to the set of alternatives which have not 
been eliminated yet. 

Formally, we start at a position where Pl A p 2 A f t holds. Each move in the 
voting game will then eliminate some alternative(s) until only a single alternative 
remains. Lhe first requirement we impose is that alternatives which have been 
eliminated at some stage remain eliminated: 

~^P -> [0Hp for all atomic p. (51) 

Second, bearing in mind the eternal voting example of the previous section we 
want to prevent a voting procedure where no progress is made, demanding that 
at every stage at least one alternative has to be eliminated. We can formalize 
this requirement by stating that every move has to change the situation. Let 
blt TJLI A h A ^ = Pi o r Z* = -Vi} denote the set of possible situations, all 
possible combinations of atomic facts. Then we can write our second axiom as 

A(* 
sesit 

n < 5 ) - (5.2) 

Third we want each vote of the voting procedure to be a democratic majority 
vote, formalized by 

[N]<p -> [C\tp for every C with \C\ > ||JV| (5.3) 

where (to simplify the discussion) we assume that \N\ is odd. As a final fourth 
requirement, we want each vote to be between two alternatives only This will 
allow us to exclude the problematic situation where a vote is taken between three 
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alternatives none of' which gets a majority. The axiom which ensures this binary 

decision making is 
[ A ^ A [ i V ] ( ^ A e ) - + [ 0 ] ( ^ V ^ ) . (5.4) 

The axiom ensures that if a state has two successors which can be distinguished 

by <p such that one successor satisfies <p and the other V, then all successor states 

have to verify ip or ip. 
Being the agenda designers, we would like to know whether the formula Pl A 

p2 Ap3 is satisfiable in a weakly playable coalition model in which the four axioms 
(5.1) to (5.4) are valid. Giving these axioms to our automatic agenda generator, 
we receive a positive answer and the following satisfying model ML 

si(p2) s2(pi,p3) 

S3(Pl) S4(Ps) 

The propositional variables true at each state can be seen in the figure. At states 
so and s2, the decision between the left and the right move is made by majority. 
To the terminal states we can associate arbitrary empty games. It is easy to see 
that the four axioms are valid in ML Intuitively, according to this procedure the 
parliament first votes whether its seat and the government offices should be in the 
same city. If so, the decision is made where the parliament and the government 
offices should be located. 

Procedure Mi is the one actually adopted by the council of elders, and using 
this procedure the parliament ended up deciding for alternative pv It does, 
however, have a structural property which one might consider undesirable, namely 
that not all 3 alternatives are treated equally. In the first vote of M i , alternative 
p2 has to compete against two other alternatives, pi and p 3 together. There 
may be a reason for making life difficult for alternative p2 , e.g., one might argue 
that separating the seat of parliament from the seat of government causes logistic 
problems which should only be accepted if a. majority prefers this option to the 
other two together. If on the other hand we feel that all alternatives should be 
treated equally, we will not want to adopt Mi, and instead are led to accept a 
fifth axiom which allows at most one alternative to be excluded in every vote (an 
agenda which has this property is called complete): 

p A q -> [0](p V q) for all atomic p ± q. (5-5) 

Note that this axiom is not valid in Mi since it fails at s0 for p, Ap3 . Together 
with axiom (5.2), the new axiom ensures that at every vote exactly one alternative 
is excluded. Thus, if we happen to be unhappy with the first model presented to 
us by the agenda generator, we can add this additional axiom and again ask for 
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mIdS/ r 0 C e d m e S a t l S f y m g t h e n G W sPecification, yielding, e.g., the following 

safe) s4(p3) 

Agenda M2 satisfies all the axioms. First, a decision is made between Pl and 
ft, the winner of the first vote is then put up against p3. Note also that an 
additional structural property distinguishes M2 from Mx: While the number of 
votes taken m Mx depends on how earlier votes turn out, m M, the number of 
votes is fixed, the agenda is uniform. Axiomatically, an agenda is uniform if it 
satisfies the following axiom 

WIM - Ml-L] (5.6) 

for all A; > 0. 

To conclude, we hope to have shown that Coalition Logic can be a useful 
tool m the design of voting procedures. Even basic Coalition Logic is expressive 
enough to formalize structural properties of agendas which have been studied in 

. ' r ' «b^uum »mui nave üeai stut 
the theory of voting. The importance of such structural properties can b 
m the Bonn vs. Berlin case: As H i s m « c ^ ;„ h 1 KI „., , 

>e seen 
m the Bonn vs. Berlin case: As discussed in [115], one can construct a preference 
profile for the members of parliament which yields the actual voting outcome 

S O ^ T K T Ml' b U t ° U t C O m e P3 U n d e r a g e n d a M* W h l l e it is argued in 
[80] that both voting agendas would have led to the same result Pl. it suffices to 
illustrate that the outcome of political decision making can be highly sensitive to 
the agenda structure. It is disconcerting to think that possibly not the German 
parliament decided to move to Berlin but rather its council of elders when it 
chose agenda Mi over agenda M2. 

(As noted in [80], the actual voting agenda with its 5 motions exhibits a 
further peculiar logical feature. The fourth motion under consideration by the 
German parliament stated that in order to preserve the functioning of parlia
mentary democracy, the seat of parliament and the seat of government should 
not be geographically separated. After having voted whether or not to accept 
motion ft, the parliament voted on this fourth motion p4. In the actual course 

m e n t T h - r t l 0 , n * * " "*"*"* ( ^ ™ ̂ ^ o f government and parlia
ment) while motion p4 was subsequently also rejected, seemingly adopting the 
proposi ion ^ A ^ A Thus, a closer look at the Bonn-Berlin debate shows that 
classical 2-valued logic seems insufficient to capture political discourse, at least 
m Germany, possibly due to its rich history in philosophical dialectics ) 
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5.5 Bibliographie Notes 

The example and discussion of section 5.3 is based on [103, 102], but the formal
ization here is somewhat different. 

As deontic models of constitutions, effectivity functions have been used in 
[50, 105, 106, 64], The characterization of effectivity functions which correspond 
to Nash-consistent strategic games is from [106]. The example of section 5.1 
concerning the colored shirts is from [52], where the colors refer to wallpaper. 

Miller in [84] gives a survey of agenda issues in committee voting, covering 
agenda trees and their properties such as completeness and uniformity. 




